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Correlated page-for-page with the Lesson Book, each new musical concept is reinforced through

fun-filled writing, listening and playing exercises. With games and puzzles added to compositional

and creative activities, students retain concepts more easily and learn more thoroughly.
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Really happy to see these on , so I can quickly order them for my students when I need them for the

following week. I am a piano teacher and I have taught using numerous method books. I believe

that every single method book has its strengths and weaknesses. I much prefer the Alfred Premier

over the original Alfred Piano Course series. The Premier series have a much wider range of

different genre of music, and introduces popular melodies and jazz style music. The original Alfred

Piano Course series boasts mainly of modified folk tunes. It really depends on you and your

student's preference, but I have switched a handful of students over from the Alfred Piano Course to

the Premier Piano Course, and they all prefer the Premier course over the original Alfred Piano

Course.In addition, I think the explanation of concepts in the Premier has vastly improved, and

makes it very easy for students to re-read and retain the information they learned during lesson.

I love the Alfred's system, and appreciate being able to get it delivered to my door, instead of

heading into downtown and rifling through the files of a huge music store when I need new books for



my students.

The Kindle version doesn't have the original page numbers(original page numbers are not offered

on all Kindle books) or the notes for each lesson that tell what the corresponding pages in the other

2a books are. This makes it very difficult to use the book as part of the whole series.We've been

happy with the Alfred's Premier Piano Course series in print form. My son lost his theory book and I

was hoping the Kindle version would work as a quick replacement but it without the notes and page

numbers the kindle book is not worth much.

These piano books are perfect for a beginning student who knows very little about music theory or

piano. We started at the first level and have worked our way up.

Great set of books (4 in all). My child has used this series for over 2years now. All books are clear to

read and have fun pictures.

Wonderful piano course and great, quick service in receiving the books!

5star for this and the other books from this series

just as expected
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